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Can Russia be brought to abide by international commercial rules? Russiaôs partners in 

the European Union (EU) have given the appearance of watching helplessly as arbitrary 

trade measures against neighbours and unlawful treatment of investors have fed into 

political tensions. The EUôs Partnership and Cooperation Agreement (PCA) with Russia 

has been ineffective. Russia is an applicant to the WTO, but not yet a member.  The 

fragmentation of the EU energy market weakens the position of the EU in coming 

negotiations for a new partnership agreement with Russia.  

In ECIPEôs new Working Paper, Iana Dreyer and Brian Hindley discuss the isolation of 

Russia from international legal norms. They ask what commercial problems WTO 

accession could solve, and what the EU should do to support rules-based commercial 

relations with Russia. 

Vladimir Putinôs presidency (2000-2008) saw economic growth rates of 6-8% per annum on the back 

of an oil boom. Foreign direct investment into Russia soared.  Yet Russiaôs trade and investment 

relations with the external world have become extremely politicized, and are increasingly souring 

relations with the West. In the sphere of trade, Russiaôs partners have suffered total or product-specific 

trade bans (Moldova, Poland ï now apparently resolved -- and Georgia); temporary gas delivery 

stoppages (Ukraine, Belarus), restrictions of Russian exports, and unilateral revisions of bilateral trade 

agreements (Ukraine and United States). The war in Georgia in the summer 2008 triggered a new 

round of trade measures that hit Ukraine, Turkey and the United States. 

 

In the sphere of investment, investors in the hydrocarbons sector have been harshly treated.  The 

government has mobilized bureaucratic bodies to seize assets in oil and gas fields, or has supported 

government-controlled companies offering compensation for asset transfers at below market prices.  

 

Such events do not only occur in the hydrocarbon sector.   Other sectors in which investors have been 

subjected to arbitrary treatment by the authorities include retailing; catering; automobiles; ICT; 

business services; financial services; and mining.  Frequent cases involve, beyond bribes, arbitrary 

claims on back taxes; introduction of retroactive import tariffs; raids of company offices during 

investigations; unlawful office raids targeting businesses that have been clients of companies 

prosecuted in by the authorities such as Yukos or the activist fund Hermitage Capital Management; 

banning of businessmen; arbitrary product seizures at customs leading to theft; arbitrary investigations 



 

 

for violations of regulations (safety, environment, social); IPR violations and patent theft; forced 

selling of shares in joint ventures.  

 

Relations in the sphere of gas trade and investment are very tense. Contentious issues between the EU 

and Russia include security of gas supplies to the EU, access to Russian hydrocarbon markets for 

European investments, and Gazpromôs operations in Europe. 

Russiaôs trading partners in the EU have often been slow to respond, and divided as to how to deal 

with these actions, which occur in an apparent legal vacuum. But Russia has agreed to apply the 

Energy Charter Treaty provisionally. It has ratified 36 Bilateral Investment Treaties (BITs) with key 

EU member states. Russia is however not member of the WTO, although it has been a candidate since 

1993. Russia has made many agreements towards WTO membership.  According to Brian Hindley, 

however, ñthe problem at the core of Russian accession may have little to do with these outstanding 

issues.  The central issue may rather be widespread doubt about the status of Russian commitments 

and promises.ò   

What next?  

Iana Dreyer and Brian Hindley argue that governments and businesses should make better use of 

existing legal agreements, such as the Energy Charter Treaty and the existing bilateral investment 

treaties with individual member states, which have not been used to their full potential. The authors 

say that ñfear of retaliation by national governments should be measured against the fact that not 

making a government accountable for its commitments will not save any investment in the futureò.  

For the European Union, Russiaôs WTO accession should continue to be regarded as a pre-requisite to 

a new partnership agreement. The current PCA with Russia has been ineffective. Iana Dreyer and 

Brian Hindley add that ñ[d]uring the coming negotiations, the EU should consider dropping its usual 

method of regulatory embrace. It should rather focus on core market access issues, strong dispute 

settlement and adoption of international standards for regulation in business and industry.ò 
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